Sports (Continued)

Skiing trips to all parts of New England characterized the vacation activities of a goodly portion of Technology's students. Resorts from Stowe to Conway found Tech men skiing, drinking beer, singing, sitting in front of fires.

At top to the left, Bob Lynn surveys the magnificence of New England's scenery from atop a knoll on Mount Mansfield. In between ski trips, taffy pulling at the house where they stayed kept the skiers amused and warm. The reputation of New Englanders for coolness was many times denied by the hospitality of their hosts, far beyond what would be expected by the usual "paying guest." Other forms of recreation were also indulged in, as evidenced by the looks of pleasure or envy on the faces to the left.

Above, presents its version of the much-published photo of Warmerdam's record-breaking pole-vault. At the B. A. A. games to see track team run, photographer could not resist opportunity for this picture.